In this note we give a characterization of those compacta which can be embedded in manifolds as cellular sets (the cell-like spaces). There are three conditions equivalent to cell likeness for a finitedimensional compactum X. One of these is that X have the Cechhomotopy-type of a point, as defined by Borsuk in [l] . Another is a technical condition which implies that McMillan's cellularity criterion [5] holds, not just for compact absolute retracts but for arbitrary cell-like spaces. It follows that most of the theorems of [5] hold for cell-like subsets of manifolds.
Definition.
A subset X of the «-manifold N is said to be cellular in N if there exists a sequence Qi, Q2, ■ ■ ■ of topological w-cells in N, with XCOt+iCInt Q{ for each i, such that X = V\^i Q(. Clearly cellularity is a property of the embedding of X in N. However, there is the corresponding intrinsic topological property, as follows:
A space X is cell-like if there is an embedding/ of X into some manifold N such that f(X) is cellular in N.
Cellularity was first defined by Brown in [3] . Since then, the idea has been important in the study of manifolds, and hence the problem of recognizing cellular sets has also been important.
By far the best recognition criterion was given by McMillan in [5] . There he proved that, if A" is a compact absolute retract in the interior of the combinatorial w-manifold N, n^.5, then X is cellular in N provided that the inclusion X(ZN has property (*) below. McMillan notes, however, that the only property of compact absolute retracts which is needed for his proof is that any embedding of a compact absolute retract into a manifold has property (**) below. .) We will show that any embedding of a cell-like space into an ANR has property (**). In fact, our main result can now be stated.
[Henceforth, for simplicity, we will assume that all manifolds are manifolds-without-boundary and that all ANR's are retracts of neighborhoods of euclidean spaces. We do not assume that manifolds or ANR's are compact.]
Theorem. Let X be a finite-dimensional compact metric space. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) X is cell-like. 
Corollary
2. Theorems 1, 1', 2, 2', 5, 7, and 8 of [5] remain valid if the assumption that X be an absolute retract is weakened to the assumption that X be cell-like.
The proof of the Theorem will be according to the following plan:
and (a)=Kd). Since it is obvious that (d)=>(c), the theorem will follow from these four implications.
Proof that (a)=*(b). Let X be a cell-like space. We may as well assume that A7-is a cellular subset of Rn for some n. Let Fi= VT\RnX0. Since U deforms onto Ui, it is clear that the inclusion FiC Ui is null-homotopic. Hence the inclusion XCRn has property (**).
Proof that (c)=>(a). Let XQN have property (**), where N is an ANR. It follows immediately that some embedding of X in Rn has property (**), since any embedding of N into R" has a similar property.
Hence, we assume that XQR" has property (**) for some w^2.
We will show that XXO is cellular in Rn+3 = RnXR3. By McMillan's theorem, we need only show that the inclusion X(ZR"+3 has properties (*) and (**). Condition (**) holds by the above paragraph.
To verify property (*), let Ua and F0 be open sets in R" with X(Z F0 C i/o, and assume that the inclusion V0ÇZU0 is null-homotopic. Let B be a small 3-ball in R3, centered at the origin. Define U=Uo XlntB and F=F0Xlnt5.
Let /: Sl->(V-XX0) be a loop in V-(XXO). By a general position argument, we may assume that /(S1) does not intersect F0X0. That is, / maps S1 into V-F0X0. Let 5 be the boundary of the ball in R3 with one-half the radius of B.
Then there is a deformation retraction of U-UoXO onto UoXS which restricts to one of V-FoXO onto FoX5. Thus, / is homotopic (in V-X) to a loop in F0X5. Clearly, then, / is contractible in UoXSQU-X, since 5 is simply connected. Since X has arbitrarily small neighborhoods in Rn+3 of the form UoXlnt B, the proof is complete.
Proof that (a)=*(d). Let X be a cell-like subset of N, an ANR. Let /: X->Qi be an embedding of X into the «-cell Qi, where f(X) is Let H be the map of F=X X 2U V X 0VJ V X1 into U which is the identity on XXIW'XO and is GF on F'Xl. Again, using the neighborhood extension property, we can extend H to a map of W into U, where W is an open set of V'XI containing F. Let F be an open set of N, containing X, such that VXKZW. Then H\ VXI is a homotopy between the inclusion FC^ and GF\v, so the proof is complete.
